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Lanškroun 15.2.2019 

 

OFFICIAL LETTER OF ACQUISITION 

 

 

Dear,. 

We would like to official y inform you that 14.2.2019 BB Electronics A/S has acquired  100% shares 

Czech company Wendell Holding a.s. Wendell Holding is owner of Wendell electronics, a.s.            

All legal requirements continuously running in same legal and managment position .  

Wendell electronics, a.s. Nádražní 1179, 56301 Lanškroun, Czech Republic ID: 25968246 VAT: CZ 25968246 

 

NEW OWNERS STRUCTURE :   

 

 

 

 

BB Electronics Holding  ApS 

BB Electronics A/S 

BB Electronics Suzhou Co. Ltd Wendell Holding a.s. 

Wendell electronics,a.s. 
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BB Electronics A/S 

Founded in 1975, today BB Electronics is one of Scandinavia’s leading service companies in the 

field of electronics production and aims to be a leader in automation and logistics, as well as 

innovative communicative and commercial solutions. The company’s services are used in a wide 

range of industries, including telecommunications, IT, medical technology, industry, transport, etc. 

The company has a significant market position in Denmark within both order and series 

production and exports a substantial share to the Northern European market, in addition to selling 

locally in China to Western-based companies which also have branches there.  

BB Electronics currently employs approximately 110 employees in Horsens and 440 in China. The 

Suzhou branch handles a mix of production and organisation-wide administrative tasks, while the 

Horsens office primarily manages the sales, logistics and production departments. And now, with 

the acquisition of the factory in the Czech Republic comes an additional 130 employees. 

Establishing a factory in East and Central Europe is a part of the strategic plan that was developed 

in relation to the change of ownership three years ago. At that time the private equity firm Axcel, 

after 18 years as a majority shareholder, sold its shares to all the board members and senior 

employees in the company. Since then, revenue, profits  and  employees  have  grown,  both  in  

the  headquarters  in  Horsens  and  in  the factory that BB Electronics A/S has had in Suzhou, China 

since 2004. 

The Horsensbased company currently has approximately 550 employees combined in their 

factories in Horsens and China. 

The entire Wendell management and all other employees are included, and the acquisition does 

not mean that we are reducing elsewhere. On the contrary, we expect growth to continue, not 

only in the Czech Republic, but also in Horsens and in Suzhou. From 2017 to 2018, BB’s revenue 

increased over 20 percent and earnings followed, even as we increased our staff both in Horsens 

and in China. By moving directly into Eastern Europe with a well-functioning, modern business, we 

not only increase the customer base, but also our expertise in several areas. We expect to grow in 

the coming years in all three locations” 

 

Jaromír Selichar                            Carsten Christensen. 

Managing  director  ,                           CEO  
Wendell electronics, a.s.                         BB Electronics A/S   


